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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to observe the impact of the exchange rate fluctuation in Malaysia on sectors stock returns
by using an augmented standard capital asset pricing model from October, 1992 to December, 2015. This paper extends
previous studies on exchange rate fluctuation for the case of Malaysia by estimating the augmented capital asset pricing
model for the price indexes sectors, including financial, plantation, properties, industrial, tin and mining, trade and
services, consumer products and construction sector indexes. Moreover, this study also expands the literature by adapting
the modelling proposed by Ibrahim (2008) by considering the exchange rate volatility, Asian financial crisis dummy
and pegging exchange rate dummy. This analysis is significant because of the importance of exchange rate fluctuation
as drivers of sectoral returns. In general this study successfully documented the exchange rate fluctuation scenario in
Malaysia. Overall, the result suggests that the exchange rate fluctuation in Malaysia can be categorized as the long
memory in the volatility process. The results further suggest the sectors are largely affected by the currency fluctuated.
Keywords: Sector returns; exchange rate returns; exchange rate volatility; exchange rate asymmetric
ABSTRAK

Kajian ini bertujuan untuk meneliti kesan turun-naik kadar pertukaran di Malaysia terhadap pulangan saham mengikut
sektor dengan menggunakan model perletakan harga aset modal dari bulan Oktober 1992 hingga Disember 2015. Kajian
ini merupakan lanjutan daripada kajian-kajian yang terdahulu dengan menganggarkan model imbuhan perletakan
harga aset modal bagi sembilan sektor ekonomi terpilih termasuklah sektor kewangan, pertanian, harta, perindustrian,
perlombongan, perdagangan dan perkhidmatan, barangan kepenggunaan dan pembinaan. Seterusnya, kajian ini juga
menyumbang kepada kajian lepas dengan mengambilkira model penganggaran yang diperkenalkan oleh Ibrahim (2008)
dengan memasukkan pemboleh ubah kemeruapan kadar pertukaran, pemboleh ubah patung krisis kewangan Asia dan
pemboleh ubah patung kadar pertukaran tetap. Kajian ini adalah signifikan kerana pemboleh ubah kemeruapan kadar
pertukaran merupakan pemangkin kepada pulangan sektoral. Secara keseluruhan, dapatan kajian mencadangkan
bahawa kadar pertukaran asing di Malaysia boleh dikategorikan sebagai pemboleh ubah kesan jangka panjang dalam
proses kemeruapan. Dapatan kajian seterusnya mencadangkan bahawa kebanyakan harga saham sektor ekonomi di
Malaysia amat dipengaruhi oleh turun naik matawang.
Kata kunci: Pulangan sektor; pulangan kadar pertukaran asing; kemeruapan kadar pertukaran asing

INTRODUCTION
The exchange rate fluctuation can be says as exposure
in the market value. Moreover, the exposure also can
be say as an elasticity of change in the market value of
the firm resulting from a unit change in the exchange

rate (Adler & Dumas 1984). While this is the exact
definition of exposure that an investor is interested
in, if the change in the value of a firm is directly
related to the change in a firm’s expected cash flows,
this definition of exposure will also be the measure
that the risk manager of the firm would be interested
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in (Dumas 1978). Additionally, as found by Joseph
(2002), the exchange rate exposure refers to the
degree to which the value of a firm or an industry is
affected by exchange rate changes. Also, the exchange
rate changes can affect an individual investor who
owns a portfolio consisting of securities in different
currencies. Moreover, for a multinational company
they also can be affected if they have subsidiaries and
branches in international location. And, the exporter
and importer who only focuses on international trade
or indirectly related to foreign trade activity, can also
affected. According to Cushman (1983), Chowdhury
(1993), Kroner and Lastrapes (1993), Dominquez and
Linda (2001), Norimah and Podivisky (2013), among
others, suggested the exchange rate exposure not only
disturbing the sector returns of the country, but it’s also
affecting the international trade (i.e.: exports, imports).
In Malaysia, the borderlessness of financial
transactions between countries makes capital market in
Malaysia more important as a source of funds (Kaplan &
Rodrik 2001). Nonetheless, there are no final conclusion
ever made regarding its relationships and the condition
comes along with obstacles (Baharumshah, Mohd
& Sung 2009). Besides the market index return as a
common factor influencing stock returns, sensitivity
of stock returns to exchange rate returns and exchange
rate volatility are two other factors that investors should
consider, in constructing their securities portfolio and
before they take any decision on investing in Malaysia
(Chee, Hui & Annuar 2004). The standard approach
broadly proposed by the previous literature such Adler
and Dumas (1984), Dominguez (1998), Lobo (2000),
Joseph (2002), Koutmos and Martin (2003), Ibrahim
(2008), among others, provides useful information to
measure the exposure to exchange rate by estimating
the sensitivity of stock returns to exchange rate changes.
In addition, because of the potential cash flow cost, it is
important to examine how exchange rate changes and
exchange rate risk affects stock returns.
In the estimation model, this study extends the earlier
literature further by including two types of dummy in the
models, pegging exchange rate dummy and 1997/1998
Asian financial crisis dummy. The first dummy variable
is PEGit (September, 1998 to August, 2005; 1 and
otherwise; 0) for the period where the Malaysia ringgit
is pegged to the US dollar. The second dummy variable
is CDit (July, 1997 to December, 1999; 1 and otherwise;
0) for time where there crisis has occurred. From these
two dummies we assume has created a significant effects
on the economics history and thus, we consider these
events as structure break in the model. Moreover this
article explained in depth the structure of the modelling
in the next section. Following the model proposed
Ibrahim (2008), this article tried to fulfil the gap by
proposing augmented CAPM modelling by adapting the
interaction variable between the exchange rate changes
and appreciation dummy variable.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
In the next section provides some literature review.
Section three to five, discussing the methodology part
and data descriptions, including a brief explanation of the
augmented CAPM modelling in this study, respectively.
Moreover section six discussing the empirical findings
and its economics interpretation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
To begin, we start this section with the paper written
by Koutmos and Martin (2003). This study investigates
the impact of first- and second-moment exchange rate
exposure on the daily returns of nine U.S sectors from
1992 to 1998. This paper inspired current paper in how
the author separates the model into contemporaneous
and one-day lagged models. The findings supports, in
17.8% of the cases they detect significant first-moment
exposure when contemporaneous exchange rates are
used. Furthermore, 25% of the significant exposures are
asymmetric. In contrast, for one-day lagged model, they
found 42.2% of the cases are significant and 79% are
asymmetric. Concerning second-moment exposure, the
financial sector is found to be the most sensitive sector
when using contemporaneous and one-day lagged models.
Based on argument proposes by previous researchers, for
instance Bartov and Bodnar (1994), Martin, Madura and
Akhigbe (1999) and Di Iorio and Faff (2000) argue that
lagged exchange rate changes impact returns. Di Iorio
and Faff (2000) found significant evidences indirectly
support lagged exchange rate responses to the Australian
stock markets.
Moreover, Jayasinghe and Tsui (2008) attempted to
address three relevant aspects simultaneously, namely
sensitivity of stock returns to exchange rate changes,
sensitivity of volatility of stock returns to volatility of
changes in foreign exchange market, and the correlation
between volatilities of stock returns and exchange rate
changes. They employ a bivariate GJR-GARCH model to
examine all such aspects of exchange rate exposure of
sectoral indexes in Japanese industries. Using sample data
for fourteen sectors, they found significant evidence of
exposed returns and its asymmetric conditional volatility
of exchange rate exposure.
In the related vein, Shapiro (1975), Jorian (1990),
Schmidt and Broll (2008) and Aydemir and Demirhan
(2009) among others, found that there is exists the
relationship between stock price and exchange rates. For
instance Aydemir and Demirhan (2009) investigate the
relationship between stock price and exchange rates in
Turkey using a multivariate framework. Interestingly, this
paper using data from 23rd February 2001 to 11th January
2008, where the reason by selecting this period is that
exchange rate regime is determined as floating. Thus this
idea quite encouraged present paper due to its motivation
on analysis data regarding specific time regime. The result
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show, during the floating regime in Turkey, there exists
a bidirectional causal relationship between the exchange
rate and all stock market indices. While the negative
causality exists from National 100, services, financials
and industrials price indices to the exchange rate, there
is a positive causal relationship from technology indices
to the exchange rate. In contrast, a negative relationship
from the exchange rate to all stock market indices is
determined. Ibrahim (2008) investigates exchange rate
exposure of sectoral stock returns for the case of Malaysia
using an augmented standard market model. The data
utilized in the analysis are monthly covering the period
January 1994 to December 2004. In general, the results
are supportive of significant exposure for the majority of
the sectors considered. Based on these finding, there is
limited evidence for significant exchange rate exposure
during the crisis period.
Furthermore, many studies have been carried out on
interest rate in banks stock pricing, such as Hooy, Tan
and Nassir (2004). This paper presents the sensitivity of
commercial banks stock excess returns to their volatility
and financial risk factors, measured by interest rates
and exchange rates, across the recent Asian Financial
Crisis. In general, they found that there are no significant
differences among Malaysia commercial banks in their
risk exposure prior to and during the Asian Financial
Crisis. We end this section with the article written by
Azman-Saini, et al. (2006). This paper studied the
relationship between stock price and exchange rates by
using a new Granger non-causality test proposed by Toda
and Yamamoto (1995). Among the finding of interest,
there is a feedback interaction between exchange rates
and stock prices for the pre-crisis period. The results
also reveal that exchange rates lead stock price for the
crisis period. Thus this paper concludes, in a financially
liberalized environment, exchange rates stability is
important for stock market well-being.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In line of capital asset pricing model (CAPM) by Sharpe
(1964) and Lintner (1965), only market fluctuations
should be a relevant instrument to a firm’s asset values
in equilibrium. Therefore, only changes in the market
returns should be systematically related to firm returns.
Therefore, the basic model of Capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) is as follows:
SRt = Ω + βmMRt + εt
Where,
SRt
MRt
βm
Ω
εt

= the return on firm
= the return on the market portfolio
= the firm’s market coefficient
= constant
= error term (the sector i in month t)

(1)
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According to equation (1), if the CAPM is the true
model for asset pricing, thus the coefficient on the change
in the market portfolio, βm, should not be equal to zero.
Yet, from model (2), with some augmented for CAPM
with the evidence that βΔs non-zero could be interpreted
as proof against the joint hypothesis that the CAPM does
not hold. Formally, the measurement for the value of
βΔs, resulting from the following two-factor regression
specification (Adler & Dumas 1980);
SRt = Ω + βmMRt + βΔsΔSt + εt

(2)

Where,
SRt
MRt
βm
Ω
εt
ΔSt
βΔs

= the return on firm
= the return on the market portfolio
= the firm’s market coefficient
= constant
= error term (the sector i in month t)
= the change in the exchange rate
= the exchange rate change coefficient

Moreover, this paper expands the previous studies
by incorporating the second-moment exposure factor
into each model under estimation. We include the second
moment exposure based on argument that the volume
of international trade and transaction costs could be
affected by exchange rate volatility (Adnan Hye, Iran
& Hye 2009; Heckerman 1972; Hodder 1982; Kumar
2009; Mahani 2002; Narulita & Titi 2006; Pozo 1992;
Sekmen & Saribus 2007; Sercu 1992a, 1992b; Tiwari
2003). Moreover, the study includes the asymmetric
exchange rate exposures in the models. Ibrahim (2008)
has considered this following model;
SRt = Ω + βmMRt + βΔsΔSt + βDDt(ΔSt)
+ βCRCRt + εt

(3)

Where,
SRt
MRt
βm
Ω
εt
ΔSt
βΔs
ΔSt

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Dt(ΔSt) =
CRt

=

βD
βCR

=
=

the return on firm
the return on the market portfolio
the firm’s market coefficient
constant
error term (the sector i in month t)
the change in the exchange rate
the exchange rate change coefficient
the change in the exchange rate variable
(asymmetric exposure)
the interaction between the exchange rate
changes and appreciation dummy variable.
the Asian Financial Crisis dummy variable
(the sector i in month t)
the exchange rate change coefficient
the crisis exchange rate dummy coefficient

Inspired by Ibrahim (2008), the augmented capital asset
pricing model in this study is as follows;
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SRt = Ω + βmMRt + βΔsΔSt + βDDt(ΔSt)
+ βVOLVOLt + βPEGPEGt + βCRCRt + εt (4)
Where,
SRt
MRt
βm
Ω
εt
ΔSt
βΔs
ΔSt

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Dt(ΔSt) =
CRt

=

βD
βCR
βVOL

=
=
=

PEGt
βVOL

=
=

βPEG

=

the sectoral stock return
the return on the market portfolio
the sectoral market coefficient
constant
error term (the sector i in month t)
the change in the exchange rate
the exchange rate change coefficient
the change in the exchange rate variable
(asymmetric exposure)
the interaction between the exchange rate
changes and appreciation dummy variable.
the Asian Financial Crisis dummy variable
(the sector i in month t)
the exchange rate change coefficient
the crisis exchange rate dummy coefficient
the exchange rate volatility variable, follows
GARCH (1,1)
the pegging exchange rate dummy variable
the sensitivity of sector returns to the exchange
rate volatility (second-moment exposures)
coefficient
the pegging exchange rate dummy coefficient
METHODOLOGY AND DATA

As pointed out by Bartov and Bodnar (1997), models
that include the market portfolio control for market
wide factors that highly correlated with exchange rate
changes, thus estimate residual εt exposure for equation
(2), indirectly will solve this problem. Error term εt
is assumed to be normal independent and identically
distributed (iid). However, Baillie and Bollerslev (1989)
and Hsieh (1989) claim that the returns on speculative
assets are conditionally heteroscedastic. Whereas, the
conditional heteroscedasticity known to produce inefficient
parameters. To address this problem, the error term εt is
allowed to follow a GARCH (1, 1) process as follow;
σ2εt = πi + πεε2t–1 + πσσ2t–1

(5)

And,
σεt = Et–1(ε2t) is the conditional variance of the
sector returns (GARCH 1,1);
While, the exchange rate change (∆St) follows the
martingale process. Based on Meese and Rogoff (1982)
the best forecast of the exchange rate for time t + 1 is
the value at the time t. Specially, if St is the log exchange
rate at level, then the conditional expectation operator
for Et–1(St) = St–1 is St–1. Thus, St follows a drift less
martingale of the form;
St = St–1 + st

(6)

And,
St–1 + st = St
st = St – St–1

(7)

Where, st is the innovation or unexpected change in the
exchange rate used in equations (2) to (4). The conditional
variance of st is defined as a GARCH (1,1) process given
as follows;
Contemporaneous exchange rate GARCH (1,1) model
(Bollerslev, Chou & Kroner 1992)
σ2εt = πi + πεε2t–1 + πσσ2t–1

(8)

Where, σ2εt is conditional variance of exchange rate
regimes and it is follows the GARCH (1,1) process. In
the estimation stage, variable in equation (7) and (8)
used as predetermined in equation (3) using maximum
likelihood method (ML). All variables required, must be
transformed to monthly returns. Correlogram graphs
shows by autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
(ACF and PACF) of all variables show that there is no
autocorrelation in the returns series. Hence, those returns
can be used in the regression model using GARCH(1,1)
process and lead us to analyse on the first and second
moment exchange rate exposures.
The algorithm proposed by equation (1) to (8) is
estimated using a two-step procedure. First step, the
unexpected exchange rate change (St) and conditional
variance for exchange rate (σ 2εt ) are estimated via
maximum likelihood. In the second step, St (that is
represent by variable (ΔS)) and σ2εt (that is represent
by variable (VOL) are used as predetermined variable
in the estimation of equation (4). The procedure as
explained above is used to test for contemporaneous
exchange rate volatility. Finally, we extend further the
robustness check by applying the robust standard errors
(RSEs). This test also called as Huber or White estimator
or Sandwich estimators of variance. As state above,
heteroskedasticity causes standard error to be biased.
The ordinary least square (OLS) assumes that errors are
both independent and identically distributed; but, RSEs
relax either or both of those assumptions. Hence, when
heteroskedasticity is present, robust standard errors tend
to be more trustworthy.
The data set consist of the monthly prices for the
stock indexes in Malaysia, namely financial, plantation,
properties, industrial, tin and mining, trade and services,
consumer products and construction sector indexes.
The data utilized in this study are covering the period
October, 1992 to December, 2015. We employ monthly
data instead of higher frequency data such as daily or
weekly data due to the following reasons. The high
frequency data such as daily and weekly data contain
too much noise and are subject to the problem of nonsynchronous and infrequent trading. Moreover, in essence
of our main research objective, this paper is aiming to
measure the sensitivity (exposure) of the firm’s value
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to the rate of change and volatility in the exchange rate
(Ibrahim 2008). This we contend cannot be captured by
using high frequency data. The reason is the value of
the firm does not fluctuate by day or by week according
to day-by-day or week-to-week, ups and downs in the
market. Accordingly, the use of monthly frequency data
is sensible. Note that, this study contain the observations
from the crisis period, thus, in order to deal with this,
we capture the crisis dummy in the modelling. As stated
earlier, all the data are in monthly and due to it closing
date. If the data at related date is not available, thus the
closer data will be chosen as replacement date. Also, all
data is on logarithm form. The returns data for each sector
under observation are calculated by:
SRt = LOG(PIt–1 – PIt)

(9)

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section, the analysis is discussed based on
contemporaneous model of eight traded sectors returns,
namely financial, plantation, properties, industrial, tin
and mining, trade and services, consumer products
and construction sector indexes. Following our main
objective of this paper, we may note from Table 1 for
contemporaneous exchange rate regression model in
order to observe the result of interest.
The result suggests for the reliable outcome between
contemporaneous exchange rate regression models. Thus
this finding directly support for the argument been made
by Bartov and Bodnar (1997), Martin et al. (1999) and Di
Iorio and Faff (2000). Hence, the result shows in Table
1, remain robust. The similar conclusion also found in
the study of Koutmos and Martin (2003), among others.
Also, the result further suggests, the exchange rate
exposure tends to vary across the sectors. Generally, all
model under this study support for the CAPM, when the
coefficient Beta (βm) maintain significant across models
and across sectors, with positive sign. These finding
indicates that there are exist co movement between the
sectors returns and market returns. While, some sectors
are riskier than the market portfolio, others tend to be
less risky.
From Table 1, the results classify, financial,
properties and construction to be more volatile than the
market portfolio, when the market portfolio coefficient
more than one. These results shows, in comparison,
the sectors portfolio are more risky than the market
portfolio. These sectors are also expected to be more
sensitive to financial shock and more speculative in
nature. In contrast, plantation, consumer goods, tin and
mining, trade and services and industrial portfolio have
market coefficient less than one. Thus these sectors
are assumed to be less volatile and are safer than the
market portfolio. We may also note from Table 1 that
the exchange rate exposure tend to vary across sectors.
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In general, results implies for the high sensitivity of
seven sectors out of eight sectors to the first moment
exposure (i.e exchange rate change/mean equation),
namely, financial, plantation, properties, consumer
goods, construction, tin and mining and industrial, when
coefficient βΔS and/or βD is found to be significant. Also
from that proportion the result further suggest five out
of eight sectors among them are sensitive to asymmetric
exposure, namely, financial, plantation, properties,
tin and mining and industrial sectors. This is when
coefficient of βD in model (4) is significant. Additionally,
five sectors under observation are found to be significant
to the second moment exposure (i.e; variance equation),
including, financial, plantation, properties, consumer,
construction and services. Additionally, it is clear that
in all instances, the stock return volatilities are time
dependent. Specifically, the level of volatility at time
t is a function of its past value as well as past squared
errors. We has found, the relevant parameters, πε and
πσ, are statistically significant throughout the analyses.
Furthermore, determination presents by the πσ in Table
1 is very high, thus this suggesting to the long memory
process in the volatility modelling. The implication
underlying this result shows that, the studies assessing
the impact of exchange rate risk on stock returns
should explicitly account for time variation in the
conditional variance modelling. Failure to do so will
leads to inefficient parameter estimates, as well as biased
test statistic (Kamil 2009; Koutmos & Martin 2003;
Lobo 2000).
CONCLUSIONS
Generally, the main purpose of this paper is to investigate
the impact of first, second and asymmetric moment’s
exposure of exchange rate on Malaysia’s sectoral returns,
namely, financial, plantation, properties, industrial, tin
and mining, trade and services, consumer products
and construction price index. This study successfully
document robust negative exposure of financial sector
for, contemporaneous models. This result is coherent
with some of the previous researcher finding such as
Ibrahim (2008) and Lobo (2000), among others, for
Malaysia case. This is also consistent with fact that,
if the exchange rate volatility affects financial sectors
significantly positive, thus it’s consistent with the idea
that volatility induces greater hedging. Brown (2002)
pointed out firms have greater incentive to hedge with
greater exchange rate volatility. Therefore, revenue from
the sale of currency derivatives by financial institutions
should increase, thereby positively impacting cash flows
and stock returns.
We also examine positive exposure of construction
and properties to exchange rate appreciation. These
results mean, like financial sector, the currency
depreciation shocks have unfavourable effects on both
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Note: Model above is estimated using monthly data over the time period October, 1992 to October, 2015 for all major sectors in Malaysia. Where, SRt is the sector return for time t and regime i, MRt is the market
return, ΔSt is the unexpected percent change in the exchange rate, Dt equals 1 if ΔSt < 0 and zero otherwise, VOLt is the time-varying exchange rate volatility, and εt is the error term that is allowed to follow a
GARCH (1,1) process. The coefficient estimates are provided along with their associated with White standard error in parentheses. The superscript ***,**,* can be specify significant at 99%, 95%, and 90%
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(0.950614)*

βm
1.1987187
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Ω
0.0036541
(0.00401)

Sector

Mean Equations

Time Line : October, 1992 to December, 2015

Mean Equation:
SRt = Ω + βmMRt + βΔsΔSt + βDDt(ΔSt) + βVOLVOLt + βPEGPEGt + βCRCRt + εt
Variance Equation:
σ2εt = πi + πεε2t–1 + πσσ2t–1

TABLE 1. Parameter Estimation result for mean and variance for Contemporaneous Exchange Rate Regression Model.
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construction and properties sectors. These results are
illuminating when viewed in light of the theoretical
relations between exchange rate exposure and industrial
characteristics delineated by Bodnar and Bodnar (1994).
Based on that theory, the exchange rate fluctuations may
have different effects on traded and non-traded goods
industries. Consequently, the market value of capital of
non-traded goods industries tends to increase relative
to that of traded goods industries. Hence, it should be
expected that appreciation shocks exert positive impacts
on non-traded goods industries such as construction and
properties. To sum up, while we are quite confident in
explaining the exposures of financial, construction and
properties sectors. But, we unable do the same for others
sectors. However, in general we document evidence
supportive of significant exposure for majority of the
sectors considered. To be concrete on the determinants
of exposure, we believe that a firm-level study is much
needed in the future.
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